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ABOUT US
élan AVS is one of Scotland’s premium supply,
design and installation companies for, visual,
lighting and audio equipment you see in Sensory
Rooms. We have been in the Audio & Visual
industry for several years now and one of our
specialities is Sensory Rooms. You will see
throughout this brochure some of our many
installations.

Introducing our
friendly installers
Kieran & Arthur

WE OFFER
 Free Sensory Room Designs & Quotations
 A Wide Range of Sensory Visual & Audio
Equipment
 Sensory Room Servicing

Sensory Rooms

We can supply and install a full multi
sensory experience for all levels of abilities
from sensory rooms to snoezelen and calm
rooms.

Any size any budget

Bubble Tube & Bubble Wall

Bubble Tubes and Walls are sure to create a relaxing atmosphere while stimulating the visual,
audio and tactile senses. Encouraging visual tracking and concentration, ensuring a calming
effect on the user. Bubble Tubes and Walls turn any room into a new sensory environment as
no sensory room is complete or even started without one. They are also a great upgrade to
your existing sensory room. The Bubble Tube or Wall draws attention and interest through
the constantly changing colours and moving bubbles, ideal for visual stimulation and also
creates a calming effect to all. The Bubble Tubes and Walls are fitted with led lamps
eliminating lamp replacement. Also a wall bracket is supplied for the safety of the user.
When installed we use RO water (Reverse Osmosis) to prevent the build up of
bacteria and algae

Bespoke Visual Sensory Ceiling Luminaries

Our Bespoke Sensory Luminaries can be customised and made to order. We can
produce almost anything you can imagine whether it’s a cloud, jigsaw or butterfly we
can make it happen
The unit has around 100 fibre optic tales placed either in a random or a pattern of
your choice. It also has four LED colour changing down lighters and a moon ball
effect in the centre.
As extra we can fit an LED strip light around the edge of the unit or even Bluetooth
sound system for a greater interactivity

Our fibre optic loom comes with
100 tails which can be remotely
changed between any of the
primary colours or scrolling colour
change to stimulate the visual
sense.

Fibre Optic

The individual fibre’s can be
handled as a tactile stimulation
This unit is LED so again there is
no need to worry about replacing
the lamps. There is no electricity
or heat conducted through the
tales so you can have peace of
mind whilst users are playing with
these.
We are able to source and supply
different lengths of tales for your
needs
The Lengths range from 1 meter
to 4 meters

LED Tape Lights
These tape lights produce single
block colours such as red, green, blue
and white. We are able to supply a
RGB unit which allows you to use
different effects such as flash, fade
and smooth colour mix.
The light itself is LED low voltage
therefore do not heat up. The light
has a 3m self adhesive tape on the
back making it easy to stick to most
surfaces quickly and effectively

Rope Lights
Rope lights come in individual colours. As
they are flexible it is possible to mould
them into different shapes or around
different object
They come in a variety of colours and
lengths to suit your needs
They have a 25,000 hour run time

Ultra Violet Lighting
We can supply a range of UV
light fittings from a simple UV
lamp to a LED UV Bar.
This
will
make
items
fluorescent in the black light
glow changing any rooms
environment
into
different
visual sensory aspects

Pod Lights

Our mini LED par lights have 3 red, 3 green, 3
blue and 3 white 1 watt LED’s for full colour
mixing. It comes with a handheld remote
control which gives you a multitude of
different lighting options. From a single
colour to fades, flashes and they also have
sound to light option. As the light is LED
there is no need to replace the lamps making
it easy to use. These lights are very bright
and easily fill a room with bright vivid colours

Moon Ball

Our moon ball has red, green and blue
LED lamps that move in a circular
motion producing a dot pattern to fill a
room

Battery Operated Sensory Effects Lighting

Rotating bright lights creating different
moving patterns which stimulate visual
tracking senses. They also have a calming
effect on the user

LED Light Bar

The RGB LED Bar 24 x 3 w has 24 high output COB tri-colour LED’s to provide
colour washes and moving patterns against walls, ceilings or even across floors.
8 groups of 3 LEDs can be controlled by auto or sound activated modes from
preset internal colour sequences. Alternatively, in manual mode the bar can be
set to static colour. Supplied with tilt-adjustable brackets for mounting to wall
or ceiling

The tetra is a 4-in-1 light effect
built into a single compact
housing.
A moonflower effect
produces a wide pattern of colours
from 6 3w LED’s countered with a
RGBW aqua ripple effect. At the
centre of the housing are 4 high
powered
UV
LED’s
and
a
red/green pattern laser.
All 4
effects are operated by internal
auto or sound-activated programs.
An impressive combination of
effects to add to any sensory room
without the need to add any
large fixtures

Tetra 4-in-1 LED & Laser Effect Light

LED Water Effects Light
The LED Water Effect light
has a LED light that
simulates a calming water
effect with white, red,
blue and yellow colours,
offering static colour and
colour scroll modes

An infinity mirror gives the illusion of
infinite colours that go on forever. It
can have single colours such as red, blue
or green. It can also run through a
colour scroll which slowly fades in and
out of each colour. The mirror is made
of two mirrors with built in LED lights
sandwiched between the two to create
the illusion

Infinity Mirror

Data/Video Projector

We can supply a range of Short or Long throw projectors depending on your space. We are
able to supply a range of projectors from lamped to laser. Lamped projectors normally have a
run life of 3000 to 5000 hours or laser which have 10,000 hours of usage and taking away the
need to replace lamps. We also supply a wiring loom so that any laptop, computer or tablet
with HDMI/VGA can connect directly into the system with ease.
Projectors are a must have in any sensory room as you can make it feel like home. By
displaying a photo or video of the intended user’s ‘safe place’ they will feel more relaxed and
will accept the space as their own faster.
A full range of sensory videos are easily accessible online from fish tank scenes to
kaleidoscopes. This can also be used for educational purposes such as learning the basics such
as numbers, letters, colours and shapes to harder items for the more advanced learners

A sensory touch wall can be custom made with
a range of items from switches, taps, rope,
locks or even small percussion instruments.
This will both stimulate and educate the user
in the use of household items. This develops
the users cognitive ability and motor skills to
use items such as these around the house.
What are the 8 cognitive skills?
The 8 Core Cognitive Capacities are holding
attention, response inhibition, speed of
information processing, cognitive flexibility,
multiple
stimulation
attention,
working
memory, category formation and pattern
recognition

Custom Sensory Touch Wall

Bubble Machine

A fun and stimulating bubble blowing
machine encourages visual tracking by
following the bubbles as well as motor
mobility skills when the user is trying to
catch/pop the bubbles. A full tank can
provide up to an hour of fun.
There are 2 types of bubble fluid available,
1 producing regular bubbles and the other
produces UV bubbles making a brilliant
pairing with any UV light. The solution
tank is easily cleanable

A fog machine creates a cloud of fog from
a water based solution, safe to use in a
sensory room. Using this along with
moving lights creates a 3D effect
changing your room into an immersive
environment. We supply a range of scents
that can be added to the fluid which in
turn will stimulate the olfactory system

Mirror Ball

Fog Machine

We have a range of mirror balls starting from 4” all the
way up to 12”, this is our standard range where the glass
is in silver. We are also able to supply other similar items
such as mirrored tubes and products with different glass
colours such as gold, black or green. These units require
a mirror ball rotator to spin the mirror ball and a pin spot
light to shine directly onto the ball making it dazzle. We
can supply the light which produces red, green, blue and
white light giving you different options to choose from
depending on your mood

Sensory Fans
A sensory fan creates a flow of air that
when directed towards the intended
user heightens their tactile sense. By
adding things such as bright coloured
ribbons you can peak their visual sense

Sound Systems

We can supply a range of sound systems from ceiling mounted to wall
mounted Bluetooth systems. Each system comes complete with 2
loudspeakers and a wall mounted Bluetooth amplifier which easily fills a
sensory space. These systems come with a remote control giving easy
access to volume and input controls. Alongside Bluetooth pairing the
amplifier also has SD card input, USB input and FM Radio.
Sound and musical therapy supports the user. It does this by provoking
an emotional response within the body and has a major impact on both
their physical and mental wellbeing

Induction Loop Systems

We are one of 2 companies in Scotland with an engineer fully
qualified to design, install, commission and certificate audio
frequency Induction Loops (AFLS) These can range from portable
desk top units all the way to full room coverage

